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ABSTRACT 
The Kerdock and Delsarte-Goethals Codes tan be very simply constrncted as 
binary images under a certain natural map, called the Gray mup, of linear Codes over 
Z,, the integers modulo 4. We consider the Gray images of linear Codes over Z, 
obtained from the Kerdock and Delsarte-Goethals Codes by projection on a hyper- 
plane. For m odd, certain Gray images have the Same weight distribution as duals of 
extended binary BCH Codes of length 2”, but are not equivalent to these Codes. 
Inequivalence follows from a general theorem identifving binary linear Codes that are 
not Gray images of linear Codes over Z,. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Kerdock, Delsarte-Goethals, and Preparata Codes are nonlinear bi- 
nary Codes that contain more codewords than any comparable linear code 
presently known. Recently Hammons et al. [3] showed that these Codes tan 
be very simply constructed as binary images under a certain natura1 map, 
called the Gray map, of linear Codes over Z, (although this requires a slight 
modification of the Preparata Code). The Gray map is an isometry from <Zq, 
Lee metric) to @iN, Hamming m etric) that is described in Section 2. It is 
natura1 to ask when a binary linear code is the Gray image of a linear code 
over Z,. Hammons et al. [3] proved that Reed-Muller Codes of length 2” and 
orders 0, 1,2, m - 1, m are Gray images of linear Codes over Z,, but that 
extended Hamming Codes and the Golay code are not. Theorem 2.1 concems 
binary linear Codes C of length 2 N, where all nonzero Hamming weights 
with the possible exception of wt,(l) = 2N are contained in the interval 
[N - a, N + a] where 0 < a < N/5. Binary linear Codes of this form in- 
clude the duals of extended e-error-correcting BCH Codes. We prove that if 
C is the Gray image of a linear code over Z4, then the minimum weight in 
the dual code C ’ is at most 5. 
Section 3 introduces Galois rings GR(4”‘), which are used to construct 
cyclic Codes over Z,. We describe the Kerdock and Delsarte-Goethals Codes 
as extended cyclic Codes over Z, and we explain how the weight distribution 
tan be calculated by means of exponential sums. We then analyze the 
Z,-linear Codes obtained by projecting the Kerdock and Delsarte-Goethals 
Codes onto a hyperplane. The Gray image of this projection is a binary code 
of length 2”‘, where m is odd. We prove that certain families of these Gray 
images have the same weight distribution as the duals of extended binary 
BCH Codes of length 2”‘, but are not equivalent to these Codes. Note that 
Hammons et al. [3] used the Galois ring GR(4”), where m is even, to 
construct binary Codes of length 2n’+ ’ that are Gray images of extended 
cyclic Codes over Z,. However, these Codes are inferior to the duals of 
extended BCH Codes. This is another reason for studying Z,-linear Codes 
obtained by projection in this way. 
2. QUATERNARY CODES 
By a quaternuy Code C of length N we shall mean a linear block code 
over Z4, that is, an additive subgroup of Zy. We define an inner product on 
ZqN by (u, b) = u,b, + ... +u,b, (mod 4), and then the notions of dual 
Code (C ‘>, self-orthogonal Code (C c C ‘), and self-dual code (C = C ‘) are 
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defined in the Standard way. We shall say that two quatemary Codes are 
equivalent if one tan be obtained from the other by permuting the coordi- 
nates and (if necessary) changing the signs of certain coordinates. The 
automorphism gruup Am(C) consists of all monomial transformations (coor- 
dinate permutations and sign changes) that preserve the set of codewords. 
We shall say that a code C is isodual if it is equivalent to its dual C ’ . 
Several weight enumerators are associated with a quatemary code C. The 
complete weight enumerator (or cwe) of C is 
cwe,(w, x, y, Z) = c w"Il'"'x"""'y"?'"'z"l'"', 
acc 
where n,(a) is the number of components of a that are congruent to i 
modulo 4. Since a monomial transformation may Change the sign of a 
component, the appropriate weight enumerator for an equivalence class of 
Codes is the symmetrized weight enumerator (or swe) given by 
swe,(W, X,Y) = cwe,(W, X,Y, X). 
The MacWilliams identity over Z 4 expresses the symmetrized weight enu- 
merator of the dual code C ’ in terms of swec(W, X, Y ): 
swe,I(W,X,Y) =$jswe&W+zx+r,W-Y,W-2X+Y). 
Any Z,-linear code is Permutation equivalent to a code C with generator 
matrix of the form 
where all entries in M, Q are 0 or 1 and P is defined over Z,. The 
dimension dim(C) of the code C over Z,, is given by 
dim(C) = log,lCI = log,(4k12k2) = k, + k,/2. 
Hammons et al. [3] explore the Gray map 4 which is a distance 
preserving map or insometry from (Zf, Lee distance) to @ZN, Hamming 
distance). Recall that the Lee weights of the elements 0, 1,2,3 of Z, are, 
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respectively, 0, 1,2,1, and that the Lee weight of a vector a E Zq is just the 
rational sum of the Lee weights of its components. This weight function 
defines the Lee metric on Zf. We define maps ß, y from Z, to Z, by 
C ß(C) Y(C) 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 0 
and extend them in the obvious way to maps from Zf to Zz. The Gruy mup 
C$: zq + Zij” is given by 4(c) = (ß(c), y(c)). It is evidently distance 
preserving. 
Since +( -c> = (y(c), ß(c)), it follows that if C is Z,-linear, then 4(C) 
is fixed under the “swap” map u that interchanges the left and right halves of 
each codewerd: 
In other words, cr applies the Permutation (1, N + 1)(2, N + 2) *.* (N, 2N) 
to the coordinates. This is a futed-Point-free involution in the automorphism 
group of 4(C). 
The binary image 4(C) of a Z,-linear code C under the Gray map need 
not be Z,-linear, so that the dual code may not even be defined. We dehne 
the Z,-dual of 4(C) to be the code C, = 4(C ‘1. Thus 
but note that one cannot add an arrow marked “dual” to the right side to 
produce a commuting diagram. 
A binary code C, is said to be distance invatiant if the Hamming weight 
distribution of the translate u + C,, u E C,, is independent of U. A binary 
linear code is clearly distance invariant, but so is the binary image $(C> of a 
Z,-linear code C under the Gray map. Hammons et al. [3] also prove that the 
Hamming weight distributions of 4(C) and @(C ‘) are MacWilliams trans- 
forms of one another. 
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Hammons et al. [3] gave necessary and sufkient conditions for a binary 
code to be the Gray image of a Z,-linear code and for the Gray image of a 
Z,-linear code to be Z,-linear. They proved that binary Reed-Muller Codes of 
length 2” and orders 0, 1,2, m - 1, m are Gray images of Z,-linear Codes, 
but that extended Hamming Codes and the [24,12,8] binary Golay code are 
not. The next theorem tan be used to show that many classical families of 
binary linear Codes cannot be obtained as Gray images of Z,-linear Codes. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C, be a binay linear code of length 2N. Suppose 
that all nonzero Hamming weights in C,, with the possible exception of 
wtH(l) = 2N, are contained in the interval [N - a, N + a], where 0 < a < 
N/5. Zf C, is the Gray image of a Z,-linear code, then the dual code Cg’ has 
minimum weight at most 5. 
Proof. Suppose that C, is the Gray image of a Z,-linear code and that 
the dual code Cz’ has minimum weight at least 6. We arrange the coordi- 
nates as in (2.1). We Claim there exist i, j, k such that every binary 6-tuple 
appears as the projection of some codewerd on coordinates i, N + i, j, N + 
j, k, N + k. Otherwise, the projection of C, on these coordinates is a proper 
subspace and these coordinates support a codewerd in CXL . By initial 
hypothesis, this codewerd must be the characteristic vector of the subset 
{i, N + i,j, N +j, k, N + k}, which we denote by v,,~,~. However, if vi,j,k 
is a codewerd in Ci for all choices of i, j, and k, then C: has minimum 
weight at most 4. 
We choose coordinates i, j, k and codewords 11, v as shown below: 
i Nfi j N+j k N+k 
uz(... 0 1 0 0 0” 1 **-), (2.2) 
v=(**. 0 0 0 1 0 1 ..*). 
Let @ denote addition in Z,, let + denote addition in Z,, and let * 
denote the componentwise product of two binary vectors. The identity 
4(a) @ +(b) @ $( a + b) = [ <b( a> @ 4(a)] * I+(b) @ 4(b)] 
appears as equation (28) in Hammons et al. [3] and is easy to verify directly. 
Since C, is linear, it follows that for all codewords ZL, v E C,, we have 
[u Cl3 cr(u)] *[v 63 a(v)] E c,. 
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If u, u are the codewords appearing in (2.2), then the Hamming weights 
of u @ cr(u) and z, @ ~2) are contained in the interval [N - a, N + a]. 
Further, the Hamming weight of u @ (TU @ D @ (TZ) is also contained in the 
interval [N - a, N + a]. Now 
= $t,(u @3 au) + wt,(u + cru) - wt,(v @ <TU @ 1) @ r0)] 
< +[(N + u) + (N + u) - (N-u)] <N-u, 
which violates the initial hypothesis about the weight spectrum of C,. 8 
REMARK. Let C, be a binary linear code satisfying the initial hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.1. If the dual code CZ’ has minimum weight at least 6, then C, 
is not equivuzent to the Gray image of some Z,-linear Code, since equiva- 
lence preserves the minimum weight of the dual Code. 
COROLLARY~.~. Let C;,m b e u b inuy linear code with the sume weight 
distribution us the dual of the extenokd e-error-correcting BCH Code of length 
2”, where m is edd. Then Cl, m is not equivulent to the Gruy image of u 
Z,-linear code for m > 7 und C; In is not equivulent to the Gruy image of a 
Z,-linear code for m > 9. 
Proof. The nonzero Hamming weights in (32, m are 2”-i f 2(‘“-1)‘2, 
2”‘-i, and 2”, so that u = 2(“- ‘)/’ and N = 2”- ‘. The nonzero Hamming 
weights in Ci. m arc 2”-’ + 2(m+1)‘2, 2”- ’ + 2(m-1)‘2, 2”-‘, and 2”, SO 
that a = 2(“‘+ 1)/2 and N = 2”‘- l_ ??
REMARK. If e = 2t + 1 and if C;,m is the dual of the extended binary 
BCH code with length 2” and designed distance e, then it follows from the 
Carlitz-Uchiyama bound (sec MacWilliams and Sloane [5, Chapter 91) that all 
nonzero weights except 2” are contained in the interval [2*-’ - (t - 
02 m/2,2m-1 + (t - 1)2m/2]. If 2”j2 > 5(t - l), then Ci,m is not equiva- 
lent to the Gray image of a linear code over Z,. 
3. EXTENDED CYCLIC CODES OVER Z,, GALOIS RINGS, AND 
EXPONENTIAL SUMS 
The Galois ring GR(4’“) is an extension of Z, of degree m containing a 
(2” - 1)st root of unity. To begin, let h,(x) E Z,[ X] be a primitive irre- 
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ducible polynomial of degree m. Then there is a unique monic polynomial 
h(X) E Z,[X] of degree m such that h(X) = h,(X) (mod 2>, and h(X) 
divides X2m-1 - 1 (mod 4). Let 5 be a root of h(X), so that 6 2m-1 = 1. 
The Ga& ring GR(4”‘) is defined to be Z,[ 51. Every element c E GR(4”‘) 
has a unique 2-adic representation c = a + 2b, where a and b are taken 
from the set Y= (0, 1, 5,. . . , 5 2m-2]. The Frobenius mupf from GR(4”) to 
itself is the ring automorphism that takes any element c = a + 2b E GR(4’“) 
to cf = u2 + 2b2. This map f generates the Galois group of GR(4m) over Z,, 
and f”’ = 1. The relative truce from GR(4m) to Z, is defined by 
T(c) = c + cf + ... +cf’“_‘, c E GR(4”‘). 
The Z,-linear Kerdock code Z and “Preparata” code 9 constructed by 
Hammons et al. [3] are 
LZ= ((T(h) + E)~~~I A E GR(4”‘), E E Z1} (3.1) 
and its dual code 9 = ._Z’ . Thus, 9 is the Z,-linear Code consisting of the 
vectors (cx ), E y, c, E Z4, such that 
.t,cz = 0 and c c,x = 0. 
xC7 
The Gray image &Z) is the Standard Kerdock code 141, but the Gray 
image +(9) differs from the Standard Preparata code [6] in that it is not a 
subcode of the extended Hamming Code, but of a nonlinear code with the 
same weight distribution as the extended Hamming Code. 
One essential differente between the Galois ring R = GR(4”‘) and the 
Galois field F = GF(2”‘) is that R contains zero divisors. These are elements 
of the radmal 2R which is the unique maximal ideal in R. Let p: R + R/2R 
denote reduction modulo 2. Then 8 = p( 5 > is a root of h,(x), and we tan 
identify R/2R with GF(2”), taking the elements of GF(2”‘) to be &7) = 
{O,l, 8,8’>...> 02m-2}. It 1s easy to verify that the diagram shown below 
commutes, where tr denotes the usual trace map from GF(2’“) to Zz: 
GR(4”‘) 5 GF(2”‘) 
TL J tr 
z‘i - CL Zz. 
We shall often denote /.L( x) by X. 
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Let yl, yz E Yand let cy,, yz denote the codewerd (T((y, + 2~s)~)). Let 
ni = n,(c yI, vz) denote the number of components of cy,, yz that are equal to 
i. Since ~(cy,,yz ) is a codewerd in the simplex Code, we have 
711 + 12s = 2”‘- l and n,, + n2 = 2”‘- ’ . (3.2) 
We shall calculate n o, n,, n,, n3 by evaluating the exponential sum 
S = S,, yz = C iT((y1+2y2)x) = (no - n2) + (nl - n,)i 
x‘=Y 
and using (3.2). The method is slightly different from that of Hammons et al. 
[3], and it will serve us an introduction to Sections 4 and 5. We have 
SZ= c iT(2(Y,+2Yl)x) + c i7’KY,+2YBK*+Y))* 
xrY x, yE9 
X#Y 
If y, z 0, then 
Ci 7wY, +2Yz)x) = c ( _ qwa = 0, 
XEY TE9 
and 




Now we Change variables by setting 
X + y = U + 20, 
where u, o E S; we have 
u = u2”’ = (r + y)2’n = X2”’ + $” + q “Y) 2 In I = x+y+2fi 
so that 
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Hence the quadratic equation 
has distinct roots x 
becomes 
655 
z2 + üz + UZ = 0 
and g. This requires that tr@/ü) = 0, so that (3.3) 




= 2 c iV(n+2Ye)u) c iT(BY,C) 
ue9 ve.T 
u30 tdü/ü)= 0 
= 2 C iT((Yl+2Y,)u) 
uc.7 
UZ0 tdü/ü)= 0 
The inner sum is the sum of the Character ü -+ tr(r,ü) over the additive 
group ü ’ = Q-I l trtüy) = 01, so the sum vanishes unless the Character is 
trivial. Thus 
zrnml, ifu = rY’> 
0, otherwise, 
and since m is odd, 
SZ = ~~~~T((YI+~Yz)/YI) = +2’“i. 
- 
Hexe S = 2(“-‘)/2(+ 1 + i) and there exist 6,, 6, = f 1 such that - - 
n0 
= 2m-2 + p+(n~-3)/2 n, = 2f71-2 + fj22(n1-3)/2 
112 
= 2rn-2 _ o,$(“-3)/2 n3 = 271-2 _ ~,2(v-3)/2 
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If yi = 0 and ys z 0, then 
so that n1 = nJ = 0 and n2 = n, = 2”- ‘. 
When yi # 0, it is straightforward to Show that among the four code- 
words ~1 + cy, yz, E = 0, 1, 2, and 3, two have Lee weight 2 m + 2’” -i)/’ 
and two have Lee weight 2” - 2’” - i)/‘. It now follows easily that the Gray 
image 4(X) has the following weight distribution. 
i 4 
2” _ ~m-l,/n 2~~+l(z’m - 1) 
2” + ;i- 1)/2 
2m+2 
2m+l(2--2q 
2 m+l 1 
When m is even, the construction (3.1) produces a binary 
(2 m+l ,22m+2,2m - 2”‘2) d h’ h CO e w lc is not as good as the dual C,Z, m + ’ of 
the extended 2-error-correcting BCH code (which is a [2,“, 2m + 3,2” - 
2”‘/2] Code). In Section 4, we shall construct a Z,-linear code Zn of length 
2”-‘, m odd, for which the Gray image &S$ has the same weight 
distribution as C$ m. By Corollary 2.2, the Gray image +(Zn> is not equiva- 
lent to Cl, m for m > 7. .’ 
4. &-LINEAR CODES OBTAINED FROM THE KERDOCK CODE 
BY PROJECTION ON A HYPERPLANE 
Given a nonzero element h in S; let 
hL = {x EFI tr(&) = O}, 
so that p(h ‘> is the hyperplane h ’ in GF(2”) [implicit here is the inner 
product (a, b) = tr(ab) on GF(2”)J. Define 
-% = ((Wx) + &),Ehl l h E GR(4m) and E E Z,} 
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so that 3, is the Z,-linear Code obtained by projecting the Kerdock code ST 
on hl. 
THEOREM 4.1. Form odd, the Gray imge &_Z$) is a (2”, 22m’1, 2”-’ 
- 2cm-1)/2> Code. The weight distribution coincides with that of the dual 




2”- 1 _ 2’” - 1)/2 2rn- $* - 1) 
2m- 1 (2” + 2)(2m - 1) 
277-1 + 2(m-iV2 2”4(2” - 1) 
2” 1. 
However the cooks +(Xh) are nonlinear and inequivabnt to C,Z, m. 
Proof. Let yl, y2 ES; let c~~,~, denote the codewerd (T((y, + 
2Y,M),,h~ > and let n, = r~~(c~,,~~) denote the number of components of 
C yI yz that are equal to i. 
’ It is easy to see that if y1 = 0, then n,, = n2 = Zmm2 and n, = n3 = 0, 
so that all codewords ~1 + cg yp, y2 # 0, E = 0 or 2, have Lee weight equal 
to 2”- l. 
If yi + 0, then P(c,,,,~,) is a codewerd of weight 2”- 2 in the first Order 
Reed-Muller code of length 2”- ‘, so that 
n1 + n3 = 2mP2, n, + n2 = Zmp2. 
We shall solve for n,,, nl, n2, n3 by evaluating the exponential sum 
s = sy,,yB = C iT((y1+2y2)*) = (71” - n2) + (nl - n,)i. 
xEhL 
First we assume yi + h, so that 
s2= c iT((YLt2Y2XX+Y)) 
x, yGhL 
X#Y 
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The Change of variables x + y = u + 2v is given by 
ü=X+ij and xi?j=O’, 
and the pair (u, v) satisfies tr(ü/U) = 0. 
Observe that u E h ’ since pu(h ‘) is closed under binar-y addition. Given 
u E h ‘, let C, denote the set of elements v in 9 for which u + 2v = x + y 
forsomepairx,yEh’. The members of C, are solutions v to the equation 
SZ2 + üz = ö2 (4.1) - 
as z r-uns through p(h ‘1. Since the map x -$ z2 + üz is linear, the set C, is 
a subspace of dimension m - 2. Thus 
s2=2 c iwYl+2Ydu) c i7-(2Y’O) 
uchL OCC” 
U#O 
=2 c ~TKYl+wU) c ( - lyw~ (4.2) 
uchL OCC” 
U#O 
The sum of the Character ü -f tr(y,ü) over the additive group C, 
vanishes unless the Character is trivial. Hence 
The subspace p(C,) is contained in three hyperplanes k ‘, k # 0. To find ??
these hyperplanes observe that 
tr(k( .z2 + 212) 
1/2 
1 =O, forallaEh’, 
a tr(k”( z2 + Uz)) = 0, for all z E h’ , 
e tr( u(k + lau)) = 0, for all z E h’ , 
* k=l/ü or k +k”ü =h. 
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Hence 
2”-2> if 6 = l/yl 0rTi + y;U =h, 
0, otherwise. 
Now (4.2) becomes 
SZ = yq&pf2Yhl + E2~m,+2Y,bl], (4.3) 
where u = (7, + h)/yf and Ei, c2 = 0 or 1. 
When y1 = h, we have 
= 2”-‘[1 + &p+wYIl + E2~TKYl+“Y”)4 L (4.4 
where U = (Ti + h)/yf and zi, c2 = 0 or 1. 
Since the right-hand side of (4.3) and (4.4) must be a Square in the 
Gaussian integers, we must have S2 = 0, 2”-‘(f l), or 2”- ‘(f2i). Hence 
S = 2(m-1)/2S’, where S’ = 0, fl, Si, or fl f i. What remains of this 
calculation is straightforward and we leave it to the reader. By Corollary 2.2, 
the code &%$) is nonlinear and inequivalent to CP “‘. ??
5. QLINEAR CODES OBTAINED FROM THE 
DELSARTE-GOETHALS CODE BY PROJECTION 
ON A HYPERPLANE 
The iZ,-linear Delsarte-Goethals code DG(m + 1, T)~ is defined by 
DG(m + 1, r)4 
ZE &+hor+2~Aix2~+1 hi~GR(4m),~sZ14 > 
i=l 
i 
where m is odd and 0 < r < (m - 1)/2. There are 22m+2+mr codewords in 
DG(m + 1, r)4. Hammons et al. [3] p roved that the Gray image +(DG(m + 
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1, t-)J coincides with the Standard binary Delsarte-Goethals code DG(m + 
1, r12 constructed in [2]. Delsarte and Goethals proved that the minimum 
Hamming distance of DG(m + 1, 4)2 is 2” - 2(“* - ‘)i2+ r by considering the 
rank of certain alternating bilinear forms. We begin by giving an alternative 
proof that uses the Z,-linear structure of DG(m + 1, r)d. We shall need a 
lemma expressing x2’+l + y2’+’ as a polynomial in the elementary symmet- 
rit functions x + y and xy. 
LEMMA 5.1. The identity 
i-l 
x2’+1 + y2’+1 = (x + y)2’+’ + c (xy)“‘(x + y)2i-2’+1+’ (5.1) 
j = 0 
holds in the polynomial ring Z,[x, y]. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i, and the identity holds for i = 1, 
so induction Starts. We obtain the identity i + 1 by multiplying both sides of 
(5.1) by (x + Y)~‘. ??
Let h = (ha, Al,..., h,), let cA denote the codewerd (T(h,x + 2 
E~=l hiX2’+1))*E~, and let n, = ni( A) denote the number of components of 
cA that are equal to i. We assume ha = 0, so that ~(c,) is a codewerd of 
weight 2”- ’ in the first Order Reed-Muller code of length 2”, and 
nr + n3 = 2”-‘, n, + n, = 2”-‘. 
LA 
S = C iT(“Or+2~L=l hsx”i+‘) = (no _ n2) + (nl _ n,)i 
XE.7 
and let Re(S) = no - n2 denote the real part of S. The Hamming weight of 
the Gray image 4(cA) is given by 
2n, + n1 + n3 = 2”-’ + 2n, = 2”’ - Re(S), 
so the minimum Hamming distance is determined by the largest possible 
vahre of Re(S). 
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By Lemma 5.1 we have 
SZ= c iT(A,(*+y)+z~:_, A,(?'+l+y2'+')) 
X, y=Y 
r+Y 
= c iT((X+yXAo+21:_, , A((X+y)*i+~;=O(Xy)*‘(r+y)Z’-“‘+’ ))) 
X, YEY 
X#Y 
Again we Change variables by setting x f y = u + 2v, where 
- 
ü=x+y, xy = 2, 
and the pair (u, v) satisfies tr(G/G) = 0. Now 
s2=2 c iT((u+20)(h,+2~:_, A,(u”+Z;=O~“‘+‘U*-zJ+‘))) 
U,DES 
u+o 
tdü/ü) = 0 





2, = c (_ l)tr(\,o+~:=,Ä,~;;Oü~‘*‘ü2’-~‘+*+’). (5.3) 
ue9 
tdü/ü)= 0 
The exponent in (5.3) is the trace of a linearized polynomial in v, so we may 
write 
.Q c (_l)td6D)= ;;_, ifD+l/u’ 
v&- ( , ifD=l/ii, 
trG/ü) 
where 
D = h. + ( i=l ,u c ,,---l )“O + ( &xiüq’4 +. . . +(x,ü)1/2r. 
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+ C ~;r-z~2’-2(2’-3)+2r + . . . +h42’+1. 
i=2 
This is a polynomial equation in U of degree (2’ - l>Zr- ’ + 2’ = 2’- ‘(2’ + 
l), and if there are L solutions, then (5.2) gives 
s2 = 2m(&l + **. f&L), 
where each .ei = f 1 or k i. The real part of S is an integer satisfying 
Re(S)2 < 2”L Q 2m2’(2’ + l), 
SO that Re(S) Q 2(m-1)‘2+r. Hence the minimum weight in the Gray image 
+(DG(m + 1, r)4) is 2’” - 2(m-1)/2+r as required. 
Projection on a Hypeqwlane 
The Lee weight of the projection of the codewerd c,, on the hyperplane 
hl is 2” - Re(S), where 
s= c 
We follow the approach taken in 
in that section: 
iT(AOx+2x:=, A/Pf’) 
Section 4, using the definitions introduced 
SZ= c iT[(x+yXh,+2E:=, h,((x+y)*i+~:~~(Xy)*~(X+y)~‘-~‘+’))l. 
x, y=hl 
X+Y 
The Substitution x + y = u + 2v gives 









D = & + ( i=l , ih.ü2’-1 i”o +( &iü2f-3)“4 + . . . +(Ä,uy2r. 
Setting D = l/U leads to a degree 2 r- ‘(Zr + 1) polynomial equation for U 
as in the first part of this section. Setting D + D2u = h leads to a degree 22’ 
polynomial equation for E. Hence 
ss = 2m-i( Ei + *** +&L), (5.4) 
where ci = f 1 or f i and L < 22’ + 2’- 1(2r + 1). Again, minimizing 
Hamming weight of the Gray image 4(ch) corresponds to maximizing the 
real part of S, and 
Re(S)2 < [22r + 2’-‘(2’ + 1)]2m-1. (5.5) 
REMARKS. It follows from (5.4) that all Lee weights in the projection of 
DG( m + 1, r)4 on the hyperplane h ’ are divisible by 2’“- i)j2. 
The Delsatie-Goethals Code DG(m - 1, 1)4 
There are 23” +2 codewords in DG( m + 1, l), and 23” + ’ codewords in 
the projection of DG(m + 1, D4 on the hyperplane h’ . Now (5.4) @es 
ss = 2”_‘(&i + *** fEL), 
where ci = f 1 or fi and L Q 7. Since &i + *** + cL is a Square in the 
Gaussian integers, we have 
El + *.* +.sL = 0, kl, *2i,or *4, 
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so that the possible Hamming weights in the Gray image of the projection of 
DG(m + 1, D4 on hl arc 0, 2”‘-1, 2”-1 k 20~~-1)/~, 2’7-1 + 2(‘“+1)/2, and 
2”‘. 
The weight distribution is completely determined and coincides with that 
of the dual Cg, ‘n of the extended 3-error-correcting BCH Code. To see this, 
recall that Hammons et al. [3] proved that the minimum distance in the 
&-dual DG(m + 1, DdL is equal to 8. Note that the weight distribution of 
the Gray image 4(DG(m + 1, 1):) coincides with that of the Goethals Code. 
This forces eight Zeros in the MacWilliams transform of the weight distribu- 
tion of the Gray image of the projection of DG(m + 1, D4 on hl . This 
provides eight equations that determine the weight distribution. By Corollary 
2.2, the Gray image of the projection of DG(m + 1, D4 on h’ is not 
equivalent to Ci, “‘. 
REMARKS. When m = 5, the projection DG(6, l), h L of DG(6, D4 on 
the hyperplane h’ is self-dual. We may use Construction A (Conway and 
Sloane [l, p. 1361) to define an integer lattice 
A = (u E z-i6 1 z Es c (mod 4) for some c E DG(6, 1)4,1,~). 
It follows from (5.4), that if c E DG(6, l),, ,,l, then 
n,(c) + n:Jc) + 4n,(c) = 0 (mod8). 
If y E ‘Zl”, then the Euclidean norm of 4y + c E R satisfies 
114~ + d2 = 161lyll” + 8( Y> Cl + n,(c) + %(C) + 4%(C) 
= 0 (mod8). 
The fundamental volume V(A) is the index of A in Zr’, and the fundamental 
volume V(A/2) is given by 
V( A/2) = V( A)/2’” = 1. 
Thus A/2 is an even unimodular lattice with minimum norm 2, and it is easy 
to verify that this lattice is DT6 (sec Chapter 7 of Conway and Sloane [IJ>. 
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The Delsatie-Goethds Code DG(m + 1,2> 
There are 24” + 2 codewords in DG( m = 1,2), and 24” + ’ codewords in 
the projection of DG( m + 1,2>, on the hyperplane h’ . Now (5.4) gives 
s2 = 2”~‘(Er + *** f&J, 
where .si = fl or +i, and L < 26, so that Re(S)2 < 25 * 2”-‘. Equality is 
not possible, since a polynomial of degree n over a field F with n - 1 roots 
in F must, in fact, have n roots. Thus Re(S)2 < 16 * 2”l-l and the Gray 
image +(DG(m + 1,2),, hL) is a binary (2m,24m+1,2’“-1 - 2(“‘t3)/2) Code. 
By Corollary 2.2, this code is not equivalent to the binary linear [2”‘, 4m + 
1,2?+ 1 _ 2(m+3)/21 CO d e constructed by Delsarte and Goethals [2] (sec also 
Corollary 17 of MacWilliams and Sloane [5, Chapter 151). 
The authors would like to thank N. J A. Sloane for identifying the lattice 
0; in Section 5. 
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